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Sermon, St. David’s, 10/3/2021, Job 1:1, 2-1-10 (Elizabeth Felicetti) 

Have you heard about “the patience of Job”? My father did. My father lived a charmed life until 

his wife died when he was in his forties, leaving him with four kids. Then he happily remarried 

two years later and lived a privileged life for twenty-five more years, when he got cancer and 

suffered miserably for fourteen years before dying a painful death. 

My father felt guilty for talking about how miserable he was. He apologized the few times he 

ever said anything at all negative. Once he told me, after a mild expression about a significant 

misery, “I’m sorry for complaining. I don’t have the patience of Job.” 

I said, “Dad. Have you read Job?”  

He didn’t want to say that he hadn’t, and I’m sure he heard this morning’s passage in church a 

few times. God calling Job blameless and upright. What a horrible thing to have to live up to 

when we’re suffering.  

The book of Job is sometimes understood as a book about why bad things happen to good 

people. This opening doesn’t offer much comfort when it comes to that question, as Job’s 

suffering basically seems to come out of a bet with Satan. The word Satan, here presented as an 

English proper noun, is simply a Hebrew word meaning “adversary.” This conversation is 

imaginary, by which I don’t mean it is untrue. It’s a technique to explore sophisticated questions 

about suffering rather than a biblical version of the song “The Devil Went Down to Georgia.”  

Today’s opening skips from the first line to the second chapter, meaning we miss the part that 

tell us that Job and his wife have ten children, and all ten die in that first chapter. In today’s 

passage, Job’s wife advises him to curse God and die. Job responds by calling her foolish and 

asking, “Shall we receive the good at the hand of God, and not receive the bad?” We don’t hear 

from his wife again, including at the end of the book when he suddenly has ten children again 

and everything is great.  

We miss most of the forty-two chapters of Job on Sundays, so here in church we don’t hear 

much about how angry Job gets. He may not curse God and die, but in chapter three, after his 

friends sit with Job in silence for seven days and nights, Job does curse the day he was born and 

is not enthusiastic about being alive. I interpret this as him feeling permission to express his 

anger because of what his wife said to him.  

Job rants and laments loudly, and his friends, after showing such deep friendship by sitting in 

silence with him, spend the bulk of the book arguing with him, trying to explain away Job’s 

miseries and discounting his feelings. They tell him not to be mad.  Job wants to be left alone. 

They again try to correct him. This goes on and on, until God shows up. We will get to that in the 

coming weeks, but today I want to stay here, with the wrestling.  

The book of Job shows that our solutions to the questions about why we suffer don’t ever add up. 

We might say we suffer because we sinned, and that’s true sometimes, but not always. Not even 
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usually. The book of Job shows how our experience can blow up our tidy explanations about 

God and about suffering. Our faith can become challenged by our experience.  

That was true for me when it came to my father. Dad found out about his cancer shortly after I 

felt called to ordination. He had treatment but never got better. After a couple of years we 

realized that the treatment had created huge problems and he had a life-changing ten-hour 

surgery that led to more surgeries than I could count and pain-killer dependency and misery. My 

faith was shaken. Hundreds of people in various churches were praying for my father. Why was 

he suffering? Why couldn’t his pain be alleviated, even a little? 

The book of Job doesn’t answer why in a satisfactory way, unless you take satisfaction in 

“because God made a bet with Satan that even if this happened you wouldn’t lose your faith.” 

The book of Job gives us a story about struggle. Job shows us that horrible things happen that 

will blow up the tidy theologies that we create. And the book of Job might lead us to a better 

question than why. 

I don’t know the answer to why, and it’s the most heartbreaking question people have asked 

me since I pursued ministry. When I was a hospital chaplain intern twenty years ago, I was 

called to the NICU—that is, the neonatal intensive care unit. A couple was there with their 

dying baby. They had lost another baby two years before. The man said to me, “Why is God 

punishing us by killing our babies?” 

I encouraged that couple to lament, to rage, like Job did, and like the psalms sometimes do. 

I tried to assure them that they were not being punished, that God does not work that way. 

Then their real pastor showed up and invited me to leave. I left them with someone who 

tried to answer that question why. That question that cannot be answered. That couple and 

their baby haunt me. 

As my father’s health continued to decline, I eventually wondered where God was, which I 

believe is a question we can answer, and that the book of Job tries to answer. Even though 

God sometimes feels absent in our suffering, we are never alone. God sees us. Jesus suffers 

with us. 

The book of Job shows a faithful man wrestling with hard questions. Reading Job will not 

answer our questions, but it can lead to different questions. In fact, God answers Job’s 

questions with more questions, as we will hear in a couple of weeks.  

I hope that reading Job will stop us from trying to answer the questions of others. When we 

see suffering as Christians, the best we can do is let the one suffering know that we are there 

and listen to them. It won’t be enough, but it is better than telling them to get over it, or that 

everything happens for a reason, or that God needed another angel, or that maybe they 

shouldn’t have smoked.  

When have you tried to answer someone’s hard question? What are bad answers people 

have given to you? What’s a different response? What’s the first question you want to ask 

God? 


